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45
days visiting 125 
websites before 
booking

Travellers spend  
an average of

days

Latest Google Travel Trends

Digital offers tourism the opportunity to get in front of every potential consumer, 

in the right place, at the right time. Leveraged in the right way, doing digital well 

means business growth – growth in brand awareness, audience engagement 

and, ultimately, direct bookings. 

Getting to grips with the power of digital to amplify your tourism offering isn’t as 

easy as it sounds. Online travel research, booking behavior and ‘best practice’  

is changing every day. Start with a digital health check. By doing these five 

things well, you’ll be well on your way to getting the basics right and building a 

solid digital foundation.

76%
of consumers  
booked their  
holiday online  
in 2017

53%
of bookings  
are made  
within a week 
of travel

Embracing Digital 
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Your load speed – the make or break
No matter how good your landing experience is visually, if your website takes 12 seconds  

to load fully, the user is going to leave before you’ve even shown them an image.  

Hosting, optimization, and thoughtful use of design elements are all important elements  

of your website loading time, and regular page speed reviews are essential.

* https://www.cision.com/us/2018/01/declining-attention-killing-content-marketing-strategy/

Travel conversion as a funnel
Having a website that is built with the travel research conversion funnel in mind is just as important. Does your 

site inspire and engage the user, address their barriers to travel, and make it easy to learn more about your 

offering? Does every page have an offer a clear call to action? Gently moving the user through the conversion 

funnel is all about balancing high-level experiential content with your conversion-focused pages.

Right place, right time in the conversion process
The average user will return to your site 3-5 times before making a purchase (even more if it’s a larger ticket 
buy). Ensuring they’re able to find the content that matches where they’re at in the conversion funnel each time 

is the difference between them converting on your site, or with your competitors instead.

Checklist
  You’ve used the GT Metrix speed site to test your site load, and it loads under 6 seconds.

  You’re seeing a steady increase in organic traffic of at least 5% every month (taking seasonality into account)

  YOU have access to your site to make basic changes – your agency isn’t locking you out from logging in

  Your bounce rate for organic traffic is under 55% on desktop AND mobile

  Your site’s conversion rate is 1.5% or higher

Extra for experts
  You know how your competitors perform online. What is their load speed, and how well do they rank for 

key Google searches?

  You use user heatmap tools like HotJar or CrazyEgg to monitor how your users interact with your site, 

the content they love the most and the places where they get stuck.

  

An engaging, 
conversion  
focused site
Thanks to technology, the human attention span is at its  

lowest ever at just 8 seconds – and it’s decreasing every year.  

Your website’s first impression is what’s going to grab the  

user’s interest, either inspiring them to delve deeper, or leave  

because they’re not convinced.

You have  LESS than  8 seconds*  to do all that
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Best practice example:

Whakarewarewa
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Setting expectations
Measuring digital revenue YOY is key to optimizing online performance. Online travel bookings are on the rise 

each year. As a result, the overall revenue (or enquiries) you’re seeing from the online space should also be 

increasing by at least 10% annually.

Allocating budget
Once you know your digital revenue goals, your digital budget needs to reflect this. You should be aiming for 

a 1:10 return on investment in the digital space. This should come from a combination of organic acquisition 

growth as well as any paid media return.

Measurement and attribution
Tracking and transparency are essential. You need to ensure Google Analytics, Analytics E-Commerce and 

Conversion Tracking are all set up through Google Tag Manager on your website and your booking system. 

Without this in place, there’s no way to measure the growth you’re seeing from digital activity – and no way to 

optimize it for the future.

Checklist
  You have annual digital revenue (or enquiry, or engagement) goals in place, and you measure your 

progress towards them every month

  Your digital budget reflects these goals, and you have a target ROI in place for all investment

  Your digital strategy reflects time of year and booking periods

  You review your Analytics monthly at minimum.

Extra for experts
  You understand Cost Per Acquisition (CPA) and have a clear percentage target in place.

  The price consumers see on your website is the lowest price available on the web (and if not, this is 

deliberate and strategic choice).

  

You know what  
digital success  
looks like
How do you know what digital success looks like if you don’t

know where you’re going online? Start with online revenue 

and/or enquiries – what portion of your business is made up 

of online leads or bookings? If it’s 20% or less, and you are a 

B2C tourism company, you many not be making the most of 

opportunities in the digital space.
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Best practice example:

CaveWorld
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Visibility on Google
Ranking well on Google is another important reason to invest in a long-term content strategy. The SEO world 

has changed, and fresh, relevant, popular content is one of the key requirements for a strong organic ranking. 

The stronger your Google rankings are, the more visibility you are able to generate online. While there are 

costly tools to show you how your site is performing for Google search results, you will be able to find more 

than enough information in free services like Google Search Console.

Lifting destination awareness
The end result will be more people that your product, experience or destination is able to get in front of. Done 

well, content marketing also has the power to lift awareness of your destination online – especially important 

if you’re located in more ‘off the beaten track’ locations like Gisborne, Te Anau or Tarawera.

The content marketing eco-system
But content doesn’t just encompass the articles you publish on your website – it also covers things like email 

marketing, articles on other websites, downloadable PDFs and pre and post travel communication. Ensure 

you’re telling the strongest story possible online with a holistic content strategy, and you’ll drive long-term 

lead generation.

Checklist
  You create at least one new page on your website each month, or substantially update a current page

  You have a Google My Business listing and review it for accuracy regularly 

  You have a ‘hit list’ of popular Google search phrases that you’re building content around

  You understand where your current organic traffic is coming from, using tools like Google Analytics and 

Google Search Console

  Each piece of new content has a purpose – book, enquire, sign up, download.

Extra for experts
  You understand content clusters, and have a plan in place to build out strategic topics.

  

You understand
the importance 
of content
Content used to just be a way to set yourself apart from your  

competitors. Now, it’s at the heart of any successful digital  

strategy. Think of content as storytelling – the more useful  

and engaging stories or articles you have published, the more  

opportunities you have to build brand trust and generate leads.
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Best practice example:

Southern Lakes Helicopters
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Google Ads Search
Google Ads Search, the most common form of Search Engine Marketing (SEM), is when you bid for your 

website to rank for popular search phrases in Google. It offers a way to get in front of your audience when 

they’re actively searching for topics or products that relate closely to your audience. Google Ads Search also 

gives you the power to guard your brand when online travel agencies or other websites are bidding on your 

brand name and taking conversions away from your website.

Retargeting + Abandoned Cart
Retargeting and Abandoned Cart activity is all about getting people ‘across the line’ who have already visited 

your website, and/or started the booking process. These people are seen as low-hanging fruit, as they have 

already interacted with your brand and website, and are comparatively easy (and cheap!) to convert.

Other key platforms
Facebook, YouTube, Display and Programmatic are all other forms of paid media activity that have a big 

impact on marketing tourism businesses and destinations. Each form an important part of a

comprehensive paid media strategy designed to keep your sales funnel full year-round.

Checklist
  You have a Google Ads Search campaign running year-round, especially if Online Travel Agencies are 

bidding on your brand name

  You run retargeting and Abandoned Cart campaigns via Google and Facebook

  You know the why and the when to step up Paid Media activity

  Your Paid Media decisions are driven by data – you understand the numbers that indicate a campaign is 

driving value.

Extra for experts
  You A/B test campaign creative and landing pages to optimize your activity

  Your paid media strategy is aligned to the travel research conversion funnel.

  

You use SEM  
& Paid Media  
strategically
Paying for qualified leads to click through to your website  

helps you drive bookings at strategic times of the year, and 

helps set you apart from your competition. Google Ads Search  

(previously known as AdWords) and display remarketing  

should be run year-round, with budgets and campaigns  

strategically increased during shoulder or low seasons.
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Best practice example:

Tamaki Maori Village
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The essence of social media storytelling
The trick to social media is to select the two platforms that best fit your brand, and then use them to tell a 

deeper story about your wider value proposition – but do so in a way that is organic. Stay away from the 

sales pitch. Share the experiences of your visitors, post quirky images and stories, tell the story of your wider 

location. Don’t expect social media to drive conversions and you won’t be disappointed. Go in understanding 

that it is a way to engage and build relationships.

Guest engagement
Most importantly, encourage guests to engage with you on social media. Why? Word of mouth is key to a 

strong online presence, and your guests offer the perfect way to get your value proposition in front of a wider 

network (their friends and family). Their reviews of your products/services, as well as their interaction with your 

content will help open up like-minded audiences who you would otherwise not be in front of.

Pre & post guest communication
Do you have a pre and post travel communication process? In addition to booking confirmation, send ‘warm 

up’ emails pre travel. Once they’ve experienced your product or service, send them at least one follow up 

email thanking them for their visit, and requesting feedback and reviews on services like TripAdvisor and 

Google. The stronger a relationship you can create with your guests pre and post travel, the more chance you 

have of them becoming a brand ambassador.

Checklist
  You’re active on two social media channels

  You post at least two times per week; a mix of organic, shared and testimonial content

  You have a handle and/or a hashtag that you actively promote to guests

  You have a rigorous pre and post travel communication process that engages your guests as much 

as possible.

Extra for experts
  You have a live chat function or Facebook messenger integrated into your website.

   

Social Media & 
Pre/Post Travel 
Engagement
Social media and tourism marketing is a match made in 

heaven. New experiences are a key part of travel, and 

people love sharing them. Travel photos and videos are 

among the most popular content posted and engaged  

with online.
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Best practice example:

Kaitiaki Adventures
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Talk to the 
experts
Embracing the digital landscape is one of the most urgent 

challenges for tourism businesses and organizations.  

That’s where the Maverick Digital team comes in. 

We are a tourism-focused digital transformation agency, and we partner with 

clients to drive powerful, enduring direct sales results.

We work with operators and tourism organizations of all shapes and sizes.  

If you’d like to chat about cost per acquisition or content marketing strategy,  

or you’re just wondering if you’re doing digital as well as possible, give us a  

ring or drop us an email.

Yours in online domination,


